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The who’s who at proSeal roofing Systems…?
Paul Whaley – President

Since opening RPW Associates, Inc in January 1998, Paul has been the
driving force behind proSeal Roofing Systems. Bringing with him over 40
years of roofing and building sciences knowledge and experience to
marketplace. When not focused on work, Paul can be found on one of his
Harley Davidson motorcycles.

Louis Whaley – CEO
Efficiency, dedication and pride are just a few of the things Louis brought to the
team when she joined in January 2004. Now overseeing the daily operation with
an emphasis on accounting she has effectively become the heart and soul of
proSeal Roofing Systems
Darrell McLean – Manager of Commercial and Modular Roofing
Since joining the group in October of 1999 as warehouse supervisor, Darrell
developed his technical skills and knowledge to become highly skilled in the field,
making him the prefect choice to head up the technical departments.
Amanda Gilmore – Manager of Customer Services
Since joining the group in Jan 2010, Amanda has been an intricate member in the
development of our customer service programs and marketing developments. Her
attention to our customer requests assures their requirements are always fulfilled.
Matt Badura – Modular Sales Associate; Western Canada
After entering a strategic alliance with Assured Solutions Groups and proSeal Roofing
Systems; Matt Badura joined our team in December 2014. Matt brings an extensive
knowledge and a proven sales history in the Canadian roofing industry.

Clare Colquhoun- Shipping and Warehouse Services
Joining the group in June 2013, Clare has become proficient in the custom
fabrication of roof systems and accessories. His organizational skills keep the
shipping of projects running smooth.
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